
Other poems this works well with
are: 10 green bottles, 5 little ducks
went fishing one day and 5 currant
buns in the baker’s shop.

Bee-Bot Tray
Protect your Bee-Bot from
accidental falls with this tabletop
tray with walls, designed for use
with our Bee-Bot activity mats. 60
x 60 cm. Some sharp edges, to be
used under supervision. 
376-ITRAY                                     £14.95

Transparent Grid Mat
This clear 4 x 4 grid can be used
to help with programming routes
for Bee-Bot. Place the clear mat
on top of existing carpets and
maps or simply ask the pupils to
design their own mats. 2D items
can be placed under the clear mat.
With such a versatile resource,
the possibilities are endless. Size
60 x 60 cm.
376-ITSGRID                        £11.99

Bee-Bot Jungle Jackets
Give Bee-Bot a new ‘wild’ look
with our Wild Animal Bee-Bot
Jackets. Made from durable card
board this is a low cost, quick
and effective way to change
how Bee-Bot looks and
provide a whole host of
opportunities to create new
scenarios and adventures.
Will require some cutting
out. Bee-Bot not included.
376-IT00129 Pack of 8 £4.99

     Place a large image of a tree
in a Bee-Bot tray.

     Cover with a Transparent
Grid Mat then place pictures
of 5 little monkeys on top. 

     Decorate your Bee-Bot to
look like an alligator and
place him at the bottom of
the tree. 

     Read the rhyme ‘5 Little
Monkeys’ with the children,
encouraging them to clap on
the word ‘snap’.

    Choose a child to program
Bee-Bot to move to a
monkey to ‘snap’ it out of
the tree. Repeat until all 5
monkeys are gone.

use your Bee-Bot to
respond to rhymes
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